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INTRODUCTION
This document is a User Guide for the FAQ Hub extension created for Magento 2 websites
by 247XTENSIONS. It describes the functionality of the extension and provides some tips
for a quick start.
The FAQ Hub extension allows sellers to host a list of frequently asked questions posed by buyers, serving as handy
reference to customers shopping online and readily available at a single location.
Buyers who shop online have questions about a product or service that a seller has to offer. On many occasions,
they are on the lookout for information that gives them a clear understanding of the product or service, along with
essential information such as shipping charges or warranty support which help them make an informed purchase
decision. When such information isn’t easily visible, they would attempt to contact the seller to get their questions
clarified before committing to a purchase. High volumes of customer enquiries, if unanswered in a timely fashion,
can result in increased wait queues, abandoned carts or have customers move on to other shopping sites for
making purchases elsewhere. Besides many of these queries are repetitive and straightforward to answer, so
buyers would find it very useful to view a list of questions and answers for easy reference. This is now possible
with the FAQ Hub extension which readily provides an online space for all frequently asked buyer questions with
seller responses to each. Now customers can find useful information presented in an easy to review questionanswer format, all in one place. With information available to buyers at their fingertips, this helps them finalise
their purchases quickly, resulting in a positive shopping experience for the customer and increased sales for the
seller.
The extension has the following key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

allow seller to add FAQ questions and answers in the backend which is visible to the buyer on the front
end of the site
allow seller to delete FAQ’s as needed
allow buyer to view the FAQ’s with information available at their fingertips in a common location for
reference which enhances customer awareness and helps to finalise their relevant purchases quicker
enable/disable module as required
associate FAQ’s with FAQ categories
display questions in the preferred sort order

HOW TO USE THIS EXTENSION
To use this extension after installation, site administrators simply log in to your admin panel, select ‘Stores’ and
then select ‘Configuration’ to see the app in the list.
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ENABLE/DISABLE OPTION
You can enable/disable the module using this option in the backend.

Enable/disable module

You can choose to display the ‘FAQ Hub’ at the header or footer of the site.

Header/Footer enable

Here is the header preview:
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And here is the footer preview:

For backend access, click the ‘FAQ Hub’ icon on the vertical menu bar.

ADDING FAQ HUB CATEGORIES
Click on FAQ Hub > FAQ Hub Category for adding categories.
Click ‘Add New’ to add a new FAQ Hub Category.

Add New button

Specify the ‘Category Name’, enter the Sort Order number and click ‘Save’
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ADDING FAQ HUB QUESTIONS/ANSWERS
Click on FAQ Hub > FAQ Hub for adding questions/answers.
Click ‘Add New’ to add a new FAQ Hub question/answer.

Add New button

Add the relevant entries in the ‘Question’ and ‘Solution’ fields, specify ‘Sort Order’, select the relevant category
and then click ‘Save’
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This is how the FAQ Hub categories and FAQ Hub Questions/Answers appear on the front end of the site. Click the
+ to expand a category and – to collapse a category. Click the ▼ an FAQ Hub question and ▲ to collapse it.

SUPPORT OPTIONS
If you experience a technical issue or have any questions about this extension, please contact our support team
by sending us an email at support@247commerce.co.uk or chat with us during the opening hours of our UK office
(8.30am-5pm GMT) by visiting our website at www.247commerce.co.uk. If you choose to email us, please provide
details of the extension being used in the subject field and a summary of the issue you’re experiencing in the body
copy.
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